ABSTRACT. We describe fast gradient methods for solving the symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization problem (SymNMF). We use recent results on non-Euclidean gradient methods and show that the SymNMF problem is smooth relatively to a well-chosen Bregman divergence. This approach provides a simple hyperparameter-free method which comes with theoretical convergence guarantees. We also discuss accelerated variants. Numerical experiments on clustering problems show that our algorithm scales well and reaches both state of the art convergence speed and clustering accuracy for SymNMF methods.
INTRODUCTION
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) is a popular unsupervised learning method. Similar to factor analysis, it is tailored for data sets that contain a natural nonnegativity constraint, e.g. word frequencies in text analysis, pixel brightness in imaging problems. Given a nonnegative matrix M ∈ R n×m + and a target rank r ≤ min(n, m), NMF seeks a decomposition into the product of two terms M ≈ XY T such that X ∈ R n×r + and Y ∈ R m×r + are nonnegative matrices. NMF has found a broad range of applications, from image processing, text mining [Lee & Seung, 1999] , music analysis [Févotte & Idier, 2011] , biology [Brunet et al., 2004] , to astronomy [Berne et al., 2007] , to cite only a few examples. NMF is commonly performed by solving the following optimization problem , where the inequality constraint is meant componentwise, M ∈ S n is a given symmetric nonnegative matrix and r is the target rank. Other losses such as KullbackLeibler divergence are possible in (NMF), but we focus here on the quadratic loss which is the most widely used.
Symmetric Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (SymNMF) is a variant of NMF where the two factors are constrained to be identical. This amounts to solving
in the variable X ∈ R n×r , where the inequality constraint is meant componentwise, M ∈ S n is a given symmetric nonnegative matrix and r is the target rank. SymNMF is used as a probabilistic clustering or graph clustering technique [He et al., 2011 , Kuang et al., 2015 . In particular, it has been shown by Ding et al. [2005] that it can be interpreted as a nonnegative relaxation of the kernel k-means algorithm. In these applications, M is a pairwise similarity matrix between data points {x 1 , . . . , x n }, r is the desired number of clusters, and a matrix X provided by SymNMF can be interpreted as a soft clustering assignment: X ik is the likelihood that the point x i belongs to the cluster k. Numerical experiments by Kuang et al. [2015] have shown that SymNMF achieves the state of the art clustering accuracy on several documents and image data sets.
Solving SymNMF. Both NMF and SymNMF are nonconvex minimization problems for which there is no hope to find a global solution. Exact NMF has been shown to be NP-hard [Vavasis, 2008] . Even though some recent results prove exact recovery of the factorized matrix [Arora et al., 2011] , they rely on stringent and somewhat unrealistic "anchor words" conditions. Empirically, different solvers typically produce markedly different local solutions. Hence, current solvers are local, in the sense that they only seek a stationary point of the objective function. However, quite surprisingly, these local solutions are often satisfying enough for practical purposes. Therefore, the current challenge is to develop simple fast local solvers that scale well with the growing volume of data available.
Although the two problems look similar, NMF is currently easier to solve than SymNMF. This is because NMF has a favorable block structure that allows the application of efficient alternating algorithms. Indeed, if we fix one of the two matrices in NMF, then the minimization problem simply becomes a convex Nonnegative Least Squares (NLS) problem, for which several efficient algorithms are available, such as Block Principal Pivoting [Kim & Park, 2013] . On the other hand, if we consider an alternating minimization method on the columns of X and Y , then the iterates can be computed in closed form. The resulting algorithm is the well-known HALS [Cichocki & Phan, 2009] which is arguably the state-of-the-art of NMF solvers.
SymNMF, however, does not enjoy the same block structure, which makes it a harder problem. The current solution methods can be split into two categories.
Direct solvers. There have been several attempts at solving the original problem. He et al. [2011] propose multiplicative update rules that are guaranteed to monotonically decrease the objective. Kuang et al. [2015] apply two schemes: a projected gradient descent method, and Newton-like algorithm. The projected gradient method suffers from extremely slow convergence, while the Newton one is efficient on small problems but scales poorly because of the O(n 3 ) complexity per iteration. Vandaele et al. [2016] propose a coordinate descent method, using the fact that the objective function is a fourth-order polynomial whose minimization in one coordinate can be computed in closed form. However, it does not enjoy the same efficiency on largescale problems as the HALS algorithm for NMF as the minimization has to be carried on each separate entry of the matrix X.
Nonsymmetric relaxations. Another idea is to use a mere penalty method [Kuang et al., 2015] , relaxing thus SymNMF into the following penalized nonsymmetric problem.
in the variables X, Y ∈ R n×r , with parameter µ ≥ 0. This formulation is very similar to NMF and can be solved by the same fast alternating algorithms that exploit the block structure. The authors argue that if the penalization parameter µ is large enough, then X and Y are very close and the solution is similar to the one found by SymNMF. Lu et al. [2017] propose an alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) for tackling this problem, and prove convergence of a subsequence to a stationary point of SymNMF for µ large enough. Recently, Zhu et al. [2018] proved that for µ greater than a certain threshold, any critical point (X * , Y * ) of P-NMF is such that X * is a critical point of SymNMF, so the problems become equivalent in a certain sense. They also prove, in the same setting, the convergence of two NMF algorithms adapted to P-NMF: SymANLS and SymHALS. Numerical experiments in [Zhu et al., 2018] seem to show that algorithms of the the second category have much faster convergence. However, they require a delicate tuning of the penalization coefficient µ, because it not only affects convergence speed, but also the solution quality. Overall, Kuang et al. [2015] provide evidence that methods solving SymNMF directly show better clustering accuracy on text and image datasets for example.
Contributions. In this work, we introduce a new approach for solving SymNMF, based on a recent line of work on non-Euclidean gradient methods [Bauschke et al., 2017 , Bolte et al., 2018 and subsequent work [Lu et al., 2018] .
A critical issue with gradient algorithms is the choice of step sizes which can impact dramatically the efficiency of the method. When a function f has a Lipschitz continuous gradient with constant L, i.e.,
for x, y ∈ dom f , then gradient methods work for any fixed step size in the interval (0, 1 L ). This smoothness assumption is used in the broad majority of the theoretical analyses of gradient algorithms, yet there are many cases where it is not satisfied [Bauschke et al., 2017 , Bolte et al., 2018 . In particular, it does not hold for the objective function of SymNMF.
Of course, there is a way to circumvent this issue to apply classical Euclidean methods. It suffices to use an Armijo line search [Lin, 2007 , Kuang et al., 2015 , arguing that the objective function is Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets. However, in some cases, line search procedures may generate very small step sizes which in turn involves costly subroutines. This explains why projected gradient algorithms for NMF and SymNMF are generally inefficient [Zhu et al., 2018] .
The NoLips algorithm, introduced by Bauschke et al. [2017] for convex functions and extended to the nonconvex setting in Bolte et al. [2018] , is a gradient method designed for minimizing functions that satisfy a more general condition than Lipschitz continuity of the gradient in (2), also known as relative smoothness [Lu et al., 2018] :
for x, y ∈ dom f , where the Euclidean distance has been replaced by the Bregman "distance" D h (x, y) = h(x) − h(y) − ∇h(y), x − y , with h a properly chosen convex function. If h(x) = 1 2 x 2 , we recover the Euclidean case in (2). Choosing other types of functions h may adapt better to the geometry of the objective. In the case of SymNMF, the loss function appears to satisfy the generalized Lipschitz condition (3) for some degree four polynomial kernel h.
Outline. Section 2 sets the framework for the general NoLips algorithm. In Section 3, this methodology is used to derive a gradient algorithm for solving SymNMF. Convergence towards a stationary point is established. We introduce in Section 4 two fast variants, the first one based on a dynamical step size strategy, and the second one inspired from a Nesterov-type acceleration scheme. Section 5 reports numerical results on synthetic and real-world datasets. Finally, we discuss other possible improvements in Section 6.
Notations. ·, · and · denote respectively the standard Euclidean inner product and norm, on any Euclidean space that will be clear from context. For a matrix X ∈ R n×r we denote by X i its i-th row and by X :,k its k-th column. We define the · 1,∞ norm of a square symmetric matrix M ∈ S n as
For M ∈ S n , we denote by M 2 its spectral norm, defined as
GENERIC NOLIPS ALGORITHM
We first briefly recall the general nonconvex NoLips algorithm of Bolte et al. [2018] . Let E be a Euclidean vector space endowed with an inner product ·, · . Our goal is to solve the minimization problem
where f is a C 1 function, and g is a proper lower semicontinuous function (in our case, it will be the indicator of the nonnegative orthant).
Let h : E → R be a differentiable strictly convex function, which is called the distance kernel. It generates the Bregman distance
Note that D h is not a proper distance, it is sometimes referred to as a Bregman divergence. However D h enjoys a distance-like separation property: D h (x, x) = 0 and D h (x, y) > 0 for x = y. We are now ready to define the notion of relative smoothness, also called generalized Lipschitz property.
Definition 2.1 (Relative smoothness). We say that a differentiable function f : E → R is L-smooth relatively to the distance kernel h if there exists L > 0 such that
for all x, y ∈ E.
For twice differentiable functions, relative smoothness has an elementary characterization: f is L-smooth relatively to h if and only if
x − y 2 and we recover the Euclidean case (2). By using different kernels, such as logarithms or power functions, it is possible to show that (RelSmooth) holds for functions that do not have a Lipschitz continuous gradient (see Bauschke et al. [2017] , Bolte et al. [2018] for examples).
NoLips algorithm. Now that we are equipped with a non-Euclidean geometry generated by h, we can define the Bregman proximal gradient map with step size λ as follows.
NoLips then simply means iterating this mapping as in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 NoLips
Input: A function h such that (RelSmooth) holds with relative Lipschitz constant L, and step size
We implicitly assume that the Bregman proximal map T λ (x) is nonempty and simple to compute (see Bolte et al. [2018] and references therein). When h is the squared Euclidean norm, we recover the proximal gradient algorithm.
It can be easily be proved that, under the relative smoothness condition and with λ ∈ (0, 1 L ), the sequence {Ψ(x k )} k≥0 is nonincreasing. Convergence towards a critical point of the problem (6) is established in Bolte et al. [2018] under additional assumptions (boundedness of the sequence and Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz property) which will hold in our case.
NOLIPS ALGORITHM FOR SYMNMF
We now apply the NoLips algorithm to the SymNMF problem, defined by
where X ranges over R n×r .
As we will see below, f does not admit a globally Lipschitz continuous gradient, since its Hessian is unbounded as X → +∞. Hence to apply NoLips we need to identify an alternative distance kernel that fits the geometry of f . Define, for X ∈ R n×r and α ≥ 0, the distance kernel h by
We now show that, with the proper choice of the coefficient α, h is a kernel adapted to f .
, then the function f is 6-smooth relatively to h. Proof. The quadratic form induced by the Hessian of f if given by
for X, U ∈ R n×r , where we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the submultiplicative property of the Frobenius norm. Now, there are two ways we can bound the second term. First, if we write U :,k the k-th column of U , we have
On the other side, rembembering that U i denotes the i-th row of U and that M is a symmetric matrix we also get
Combining the two bounds (12) and (13), along with our choice for the constant α yields
Together with (11), we get
On the other hand, the Hessian of h is such that
Combining (14) and (15) shows that for every matrix X ∈ R n×r we have ∇ 2 f (X) 6∇ 2 h(X), hence f is 6-smooth relatively to h [Bauschke et al., 2017] .
Remark. Usually, the spectral norm M 2 is smaller thant M 1,∞ an thus provides a better estimate for the constant α, but we evoke both as the latter can be much faster to compute for large matrices.
In order to make the algorithm applicable, we need to compute the Bregman proximal gradient map efficiently.
Writing Π + (X) = max(X, 0) (entrywise), the projection on the nonnegative orthant, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.2. The Bregman proximal gradient step T λ (X) is given by
and z * is the unique real solution to the cubic equation
Proof. Omitting constant terms, the minimization problem (16) reduces to
. This is a strictly convex coercive minimization problem, hence it has a unique solution T λ (X) = U that satisfies the KKT optimality conditions
Recall that the gradient of h is ∇h(U ) = ( U 2 + α)U , and therefore it is positively correlated to U , so it is also nonnegative. It follows that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ r,
All these conditions can be summarized as
where Π + is the projection on the nonnegative orthant. Now, the solution is determined up to the scalar value z * := U 2 + α. By applying the squared Frobenius norm to (21), we find that z * is the unique real solution of the cubic equation
Hence, after solving for z * , it is easy to see that U = 1 z * Π + (Q) is the unique solution to the KKT optimality conditions.
Note that the real solution z * of the cubic equation
can be computed in closed form using Cardano's method, which yields
Algorithm 2 describes the NoLips scheme for solving SymNMF.
Algorithm 2 NoLips for SymNMF
Input: Nonnegative matrix M ∈ S n . Rank r, step size λ > 0.
Set z * to be the unique real solution to
Complexity. Let p ≤ n 2 be the number of stored entries in the matrix M . In many cases M is sparse so that the storage is cheap p << n 2 which results in a significant speedup of the minimization methods we consider.
The most expensive step of Algorithm 2 is the gradient computation, which costs O(nr 2 +pr) flops when carried out in the proper order, X(X T X) − M X. The other steps are linear in the size of the matrix X which is nr, so the overall complexity per iteration is O(nr 2 + pr).
Convergence. Let us show that the NoLips-SymNMF algorithm has the desired theoretical convergence properties.
Theorem 3.3. Let {X k } k≥0 be the sequence generated by Algorithm 2 with a step size 0 < λ < 1/6, then
(1) The sequence {f (X k )} k≥0 is nonincreasing, (2) The sequence {X k } k≥0 converges towards a critical point X * of problem (SymNMF).
(3) There exist C > 0 and ω > 0 such that we have the convergence rate X k − X * ≤ Ck −ω .
Proof. As shown in Proposition 3.1, the objective function f is 6-smooth relatively to h, with α = M 1,∞ /3. Therefore, (1) is a direct consequence of [Bolte et al., 2018, Prop. 4.1] . Global convergence towards a critical point is more delicate to prove, and requires more assumptions which are fortunately true in our case. The kernel h is defined over the entire space R n×r , it is strongly convex (because of the quadratic term α 2 X 2 ), ∇h and ∇f are Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of R n×r . We also need to show that the sequence {X k } k≥0 is bounded, which is a consequence of (1) and the fact that the function f is coercive (we can easily see that M − XX T 2 → +∞ when X → +∞). The last requirement is that f +I R n×r + satisfies the nonsmooth Lojasiewicz property (see Bolte et al. [2007] for a definition), which has been shown to hold for semialgebraic functions [Bolte et al., 2007] . Since f is polynomial and I R n×r + is the indicator function of a semialgebraic set, their sum is a semialgebraic function which therefore verifies the Lojasiewicz property.
Since all these assumptions hold, [Bolte et al., 2018, Th. 4 .1] applies and {X k } k≥0 converges towards a critical point of problem (SymNMF), with in addition a convergence rate as provided in [Bolte et al., 2018, Th. 6.3.] .
FAST VARIANTS
Although NoLips has good theoretical convergence properties, it turns out to be relatively slow in practice. We propose two different variants for improving the convergence speed: an adaptive step size strategy and a Nesterov-type acceleration scheme [Auslender & Teboulle, 2006] . 4.1. Dynamical step size strategy. While the choice of a constant step size λ < 1 6 guarantees convergence, it can be overly conservative, especially as X k gets close to a sparse solution (see Section 6 for a discussion). Therefore, we propose in Algorithm 3 a more agressive dynamical step size strategy, following the scheme described in Nesterov [2007] : at each iteration, we ensure that the chosen step λ and the new iterate X new = T λ (X) satisfy the decrease condition
where we recall that D h (·, ·) is given by
and that h(X) = 1 4 X 4 + α 2 X 2 and ∇h(X) = ( X 2 + α)X.
Algorithm 3 NoLips for SymNMF with dynamical step size
Input: Nonnegative matrix M ∈ S n . Rank r.
if the decrease condition (26) is not satisfied then Set λ ← λ/2 end if until decrease condition (26) is satisfied Set X ← X new Set λ ← min(2λ, λ max ) until Convergence criterion is satisfied. Output: Solution matrix X.
Note that in order to check the decrease condition, we need to do several evaluations of the objective function per iteration. As pointed out by Vandaele et al. [2016] , the most efficient way to compute it is by using
which has a O(pr + nr 2 ) complexity (remember that p is the number of entries of M , if M is sparse), instead of O(n 2 r) for the naive way.
Note that we need to impose a maximal value for the step size, we choose the heuristic value λ max = 4r. This value is never attained in our experiments, but serves as a safeguard for theoretical guarantees. Now, the λ max value along with the relative smoothness property allow us to bound the values of the dynamical step size:
Lemma 4.1. Let {λ k } k≥0 be the sequence of step sizes chosen at each iteration of Algorithm 3. Then for every k ≥ 0 we have
Proof. The upper bound holds by construction of the algorithm. The lower bound comes from the the relative smoothness property: the condition (26) is true for every λ ∈ (0, 1 L ], so the inner loop will stop whenever λ gets below 1 L . Complexity per iteration. From Lemma 4.1, we conclude that at each iteration, the number of inner loops is bounded by log 2 (Lλ max ) + 1 = log 2 (24r) + 1. Since computing the Bregman proximal map and evaluating the decrease condition (26) can be done in O(pr + nr 2 ) operations, we conclude that the overall complexity of an iteration is O (pr + nr 2 ) log 2 (r) . Therefore, we only lose a logarithmic factor in r compared to the fixed step size strategy.
This algorithm enjoys the same theoretical convergence properties as Algorithm 2 (we defer the proof to Appendix A).
Theorem 4.2. Let {X k } k≥0 be the sequence generated by Algorithm 3.
(1) The sequence {f (X k )} k≥0 is nonincreasing.
(2) The sequence {X k } k≥0 converges towards a critical point X * of Ψ.
(3) There exist ω > 0 and θ > 0 such that we have the convergence rate X k − X * ≤ Ck −ω .
Proof. See Appendix A.
Nesterov acceleration.
We now consider a faster variant of NoLips which is based on an empirical adaptation of the Improved Interior Gradient Algorithm (IGA) of Auslender & Teboulle [2006] , combined with a restart scheme [Roulet & D'Aspremont, 2017] . In his seminal work Nesterov [Nesterov, 1983] designed an accelerated gradient method with O(1/k 2 ) complexity for convex functions with Lipschitz continuous gradient. This improved the worst case bound O(1/k) of standard one step gradient descent at the price of a small extra computational cost. It is then natural to wonder whether NoLips possesses accelerated versions that would show the same improved rate for convex relatively smooth functions. As a matter of fact, an accelerated version of the Bregman gradient scheme has been proposed by Auslender & Teboulle [2006] . It is called Improved Interior Gradient Algorithm (IGA). For convex functions with a Lipschitz continuous gradient, IGA is proven to have a O(1/k 2 ) convergence rate provided the kernel is elliptic. Whether or not this result can be extended to the general relatively smooth setting is a major open question. The work of Hanzely et al. [2018] started to address this issue for distance kernels h satisfying some crucial triangle scaling property.
Nonetheless, despite this major open question and the nonconvex features of our present problem, we propose to test the IGA scheme on SymNMF. We observe a significant numerical speedup over standard NoLips. This accelerated scheme involves two auxiliary variables Z and Y that are defined with linear interpolation steps. Using this along with the dynamical step size strategy yields Algorithm 4.
Finally, as accelerated methods can greatly benefit from restarting, we apply the restart scheme described in Roulet & D'Aspremont [2017] . It consists in setting a schedule {T k } k≥0 of number of iterations, and restarting Algorithm 4 according to this schedule (see Algorithm 5). This means that the algorithm's memory (in our case, the variables t and Z) is erased periodically.
We use the restart schedule advised for algorithms with sublinear convergence
In our experiments, we set the parameters to C = 10 and ρ = 5.
Algorithm 4 Fast-NoLips for SymNMF
Input: A nonnegative matrix M ∈ S n , rank r.
Update the step size by doing:
Set λ ← min(2λ, λ max ) until Convergence criterion is satisfied. Output: Solution matrix X.
Algorithm 5 Restart scheme for Fast-NoLips
Input: A nonnegative matrix M ∈ S n , rank r, and a schedule {T k } k≥0 . Initialize X 0 ∈ R n×r + randomly. for k = 0,1,. . . do Run Algorithm 4 with initial value X k for T k iterations. Set X k+1 to be the output. end for 5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 5.1. Algorithms. We implemented the following algorithms for SymNMF.
• Dyn-NoLips: Algorithm 3 with a dynamical step size strategy.
• Fast-NoLips: the combination of a dynamical step size strategy, and acceleration scheme with restart (Algorithm 5).
• β-SNMF from [He et al., 2011] , where we set β = 0.99 as advised by the authors.
• PG. Projected gradient algorithm with Armijo line search Kuang et al. [2015] . We used the standard values for the line search parameters β = 0.1 and σ = 0.01. Note that in order to be fair with the Dyn-NoLips algorithm, we used the same efficient way of computing the objective function and also an improved Armijo line search strategy [Lin, 2007, Algorithm 4 .] • CD. The coordinate descent scheme as in Vandaele et al. [2016] .
• SymANLS. The algorithm in [Zhu et al., 2018] for solving the relaxed problem (P-NMF), with a block principal pivoting method [Kim & Park, 2013] for solving the NLS subproblems.
• SymHALS from [Zhu et al., 2018] , also for solving (P-NMF). We used the efficient FastHALS implementation in [Cichocki & Phan, 2009] . For the SymANLS and SymHALS algorithms, we tuned the µ penalization parameter for best performance. We left out the Quasi-Newton algorithm from Kuang et al. [2015] because of its prohibitive O(n 3 ) complexity for large datasets.
All algorithms were implemented in Julia [Jeff Bezanson, Alan Edelman & Shah, 2017] which is a highlyoptimized numerical computing language. Since our algorithms have different complexity per iteration, it is essential to compare them in terms of running time, and Julia provides a fairly accurate way to do so as there is little interpreter overhead in loops, unlike Python for instance. Tests were run on a PC Intel CORE i7-4910MQ CPU @ 2.90 GHz x 8 with 32 Go RAM.
Datasets.
Various synthetic and real-world datasets were used.
• Synthetic sparse data. In order to mimic a sparse similarity matrix, we generate X ∈ R n×r with entries sampled from a Bernoulli distribution of probability 2/r, and a noise matrix N ∈ R n×n with entries sampled from a standard Gaussian distribution. To ensure symmetry and nonnegativity, matrix M is then constructed as M = max( X X T + • Text.
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: dataset of 11,201 news articles classified in 96 semantic categories. We used the version provided by Cai et al. [2009 Cai et al. [ , 2008 Cai et al. [ , 2007 Cai et al. [ , 2005 , which has been restricted to the largest 30 categories, leaving a total of 9,394 documents. -Reuters 4 : dataset of news articles, which we restricted to the largest 25 categories, leaving a total of 7,963 documents. For all image and text datasets, we construct a sparse similarity matrix M following the procedure described in Kuang et al. [2015] . We begin by computing the similarity graph between data points, using cosine similarity on term frequency vectors for text, and a Gaussian kernel for image (with the self-tuning method for the scale). The graph obtained is sparsified by keeping only the edges connecting the k-nearest neighbors, with k = log 2 n + 1. Then, M is taken as a normalized version of the graph adjacency matrix.
5.3. Convergence speed. X 0 is initialized with entries drawn uniformly at random in [0, 2 m r ] where m is the mean value of M . For each dataset, we run all the algorithms over 20 random initializations. We present the averaged value of f (X k ) − f min , where f min is the minimal objective value found over all runs. Figure 1 reports the results. Overall, the algorithms that show the best convergence speed are FastNoLips, SymHALS, and Dyn-NoLips. Even if SymHALS performs better on some datasets, it has the disadvantage of requiring tuning of the penalization parameter µ for an optimal performance. In our experiments, µ = 10 for synthetic datasets, µ = 10 −2 for image and µ = 10 −1 for text showed the best Our algorithms seem to scale well with dimension, as their best performance relatively to SymHALS is on large text datasets (Figures 1(e) and 1(f)). Surprisingly, PG does not perform as bad as in experiments from previous work [Zhu et al., 2018 , Kuang et al., 2015 . One reason that might explain this is the fact that we used the efficient method (27) for evaluating the objective function and the improved backtracking strategy Lin [2007] . Nonetheless, its speed is inferior to the one of Dyn-NoLips, demonstrating the benefit of using a non-Euclidean geometry in this problem.
We also note that SymANLS, which was found to be one of the fastest methods in previous work [Zhu et al., 2018 , Kuang et al., 2015 , is quite slow in our experiments despite a careful tuning of µ. Perhaps the solver we used in Julia for the NLS subproblems is not as efficient as Matlab's one.
5.4. Application to clustering. Most of the tested algorithms are proven to converge to stationary points of problem (SymNMF). However, because of the nonconvexity, they may converge to solutions of different quality. We evaluate this quality on clustering tasks, which is the principal application of SymNMF. If X is the solution matrix returned by an algorithm, then the data point i can be assigned to the labell i = argmax 1≤k≤rXik .
If the dataset has ground truth labels {l i } i=1...n (which is the case for ORL, Coil-20, TDT2 and Reuters), then we can compute clustering accuracy, which is the fraction of correct labels, minimized over all possible permutations of indices Li et al. [2014] . Table 1 reports the clustering results for these 4 datasets after 20 seconds of running time. Overall, our algorithms show competitive clustering performance with regards to the other SymNMF methods.
DISCUSSION
In Proposition 3.1 we proved that the SymNMF objective function f is 6-smooth relatively to the kernel h(X) = 1 4 X 4 +α X 2 . Can we improve this constant? Recall that, in the proof of the relative smoothness inequality, we bound the Hessian of f in the following way:
The bound on the second term is quite tight and cannot be improved much. However, going from the second to the third line, the inequality X T X ≤ X 2 can be overly conservative in our problem. Indeed, in the special case where the columns of X are orthonormal, we have X T X = I r×r . Therefore X T X = √ r and X 2 = r, meaning that the relative smoothness constant could be improved up to the factor √ r. FIGURE 1. SymNMF objective gap f (X k ) − f min averaged over 20 random initializations, for various sparse similarity matrices M ∈ R n×n . Hyperparameters for SymHALS, SymANLS were tuned for best performance.
Yet, in the SymNMF problem, it often happens that the solution matrices have quasi-orthogonal columns (see Ding et al. [2005] for an informal argument). This means that, as the iterates X k converge to the solution, the relative smoothness constant can be improved, and therefore we could take larger steps. This was the motivation behind the variants of NoLips with dynamical step size strategies.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel approach for solving the SymNMF problem revolving around the NoLips algorithm. We showed that the geometry induced by a fourth degree polynomial kernel adapts well to the SymNMF loss function.
We then derived two fast algorithms. Dyn-NoLips is a variant where we try at each iteration to increase aggressively the step size for which we proved a full convergence theory. The second one, Fast-NoLips, allows to increase further the convergence speed by adding a Nesterov-type acceleration scheme, but lacks of theoretical guarantees at this time.
Both variants showed very competitive speed and clustering accuracy with regards to the other Sym-NMF methods. Besides we do not need the delicate tuning a penalty parameter. In particular, the good performance of Fast-NoLips should motivate future attempts at establishing convergence guarantees for accelerated algorithms in the relatively smooth nonconvex setting.
APPENDIX A. CONVERGENCE PROOF FOR DYN-NOLIPS
In this appendix, we analyze the variant of NoLips with a dynamical step size strategy, and establish the same convergence properties as for the standard version.
Setup. Recall that the minimization problem is
where f (X) = 1 2 M − XX T 2 and g(X) = I({X ≥ 0}) is the indicator of the nonnegative orthant R n×r + . We proved that f is relatively smooth with respect to a distance kernel h(X) = 1 4 X 4 + α X 2 with constant L = 1/6 (and α = M 1,∞ /3):
For every X, Y ∈ R n×r . We now prove the following Lemma, that establishes a crucial inequality for proving the convergence.
Lemma A.1. Let {X k } k≥0 the sequence generated by Algorithm 3, and {λ k } k≥0 the corresponding sequence of step size values. Then for every k ≥ 0,
Proof. Since the condition (24) holds at each iteration k, we can write
On the other hand, the optimality condition characterizing X k+1 = T λ k (X k ) writes 0 ∈ λ k ∂g(X k+1 ) + ∇f (X k ) + ∇h(X k+1 ) − ∇h(X k )
Where ∂g denotes the subdifferential of the convex function g. Combining (35) with the subgradient inequality for g yields
Summing (34) and (36) gives
We can now prove the same convergence properties as for the standard NoLips scheme:
Theorem A.2. Let {X k } k≥0 be the sequence generated by Algorithm 3.
Proof. The first point is a direct consequence of Lemma A.1 and the fact that D h (·, ·) is nonnegative. Since λ k ≤ λ max by construction of the algorithm, it follows that at every iteration k ≥ 0,
Now that we have this inequality, the same arguments as in the case of the fixed step size hold; thus [Bolte et al., 2018, Th. 4.1] shows the global convergence of {X k } k≥0 towards a critical point and [Bolte et al., 2018, Th. 6.3] 
